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The Journal of the Institute of Mathematics of Jussieu publishes original research papers in any branch of 
pure mathematics; papers in logic and applied mathematics will also be considered, particularly when they 
have direct connections with pure mathematics. Its policy is to feature a wide variety of research areas and 
it welcomes the submission of papers from all parts of the world. Selection for publication is on the basis of 
reports from specialist referees commissioned by the Editors.  

Submission of manuscripts  

Manuscripts should be submitted via the website: http://mc.manuscriptcentral.com/jimj 
 
Submission of a paper is taken to imply that it has not been previously published and that it is not being 
considered for publication elsewhere. Authors of articles published in the journal assign copyright to 
Cambridge University Press (with certain rights reserved) and authors will receive a copyright assignment 
form for signature on acceptance of the paper.  
 
Cambridge recommends that authors have their manuscripts checked by an English language native speaker 
before submission; this will ensure that submissions are judged at peer review exclusively on academic 
merit. We list a number of third-party services specialising in language editing and / or translation, and 
suggest that authors contact as appropriate. Use of any of these services is voluntary, and at the author's 
own expense. For more information, please see http://journals.cambridge.org/langservices 
 
Layout of manuscripts  
Insofar as possible, papers should be in some form of Tex, preferably Latex. Papers must begin with an 
abstract of not more than 200 words, and should list from three to six keywords and at least one 2010 
mathematics subject classification code. Authors are reminded that they should retain a copy of anything 
submitted for publication since neither the Journal nor the publisher can accept liability for any loss.  
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Prior to publication, authors will receive a set of proofs. For papers with more than one author the proofs 
are sent to the first named author unless the Editor receives other instructions. Authors are asked to correct 
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